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COACHING. NOT JUST FOR SPORTS.

Dan Kallem, General Manager of Prairie Brand Seed in 
Story City, Iowa, will tell you that the transitions his 
business has gone through over the past two years 
have been anything but simple. In fact, they’ve been 
downright complicated. 

“We were in transition from being under private 
ownership to corporate ownership. We were in the 
process of trying to bring structure and strategy to 
the business. We’d made some nice steps forward, 
but had a long way to go to get where we wanted to 
be as a business,” said Dan. “We were trying to do a 
lot on our own. Corporate structure vs. privately run 
is just a di�erent strategy entirely. We were doing 
alright, but in order to be successful long term, we 
needed to get an awful lot of pieces in place. I liked 
the idea of �nding someone from the outside to give 
us a fresh perspective.”

Dan found the perspective and expertise he needed 
in ActionCOACH Business Coach Monte Wyatt. 

“I was invited by a friend to attend a John Maxwell 
leadership seminar hosted by Monte. I was just 
starting to put together my management team 
structure. He reached out to me, and asked if he 
could sit down with us. We were certainly willing to 
learn more and listen. We knew we could use the 
help, and he could be the guy for us,” said Dan. 

Monte certainly was a great �t for Prairie Brand’s 
needs. For the past two years, Monte has been 
meeting with Dan and his leadership team on a 
quarterly basis along with bi-weekly conversations to 
assist with implementation. 

Simple Solutions for Big Success

“It was clear to me, within the �rst hour we met, 
when Monte asked us about our business, we didn’t 
have the answers to basic philosophical questions. 
We really needed to start there,” said Dan. “Our 
approach to this was pretty basic. We didn’t want to 
get busy outsmarting ourselves or reinventing the 
wheel. We asked, ‘What’s really important?’ Then we 
de�ned it and moved on it. We weren’t looking for a 
complex strategy.”
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A simple approach shouldn’t be confused with an easy 
approach. There was much work to be done, but Dan and 
his team were dedicated to making it happen. 

“We started with core values, or the list of things we believe 
in. It’s the way we act daily with ourselves, and with 
customers. These were areas we have talked about, but 
never put into words or on paper. Then, Monte showed us 
how to apply those to all areas of our business to create 
consistency and commitment,” said Dan. “We use them in 
the interview process, the review process and basically as 
the foundation for all conversations about personal 
improvement or business processes. There’s a very clear 
path on how we deal with people and everyone knows it. 
They’re very widely published all over our business, so there 
are no surprises.”

We Can See Clearly Now

After establishing the core values on which the business 
would grow, Dan’s team worked with Monte to de�ne their 
purpose, core competencies, brand promises, and big, 
hairy, audacious goals. 

“Establishing the numbers was great, but how do we get 
there? Monte’s process forced us to put in writing what we 
were all thinking. We needed to make sure everyone was on 
the same page. We de�ned the strategy, and realized we 
needed to put a bigger focus into marketing programs and 
communications if we were going to meet those numbers,” 
said Dan. 

Once Dan’s sales team had clearly de�ned goals and a 
strategy to get there, things really started to take o�. 

“The sales team knew it was important to sell more, but 
after we de�ned goals, it took the mud out of the water. 
They knew what was expected, and how we should go 
about getting there. The process helped us focus and see 
more clearly where we should utilize resources and our 
energy,” said Dan. “We labeled the process Prairie Brand 
Improvement Tactics, or PBIT. Now, everyone lives by those 
standards.” 

Small Changes, Big Impact

Often, overhauling a company’s strategy and processes 
can mean pushback from reluctant team members who 
aren’t on board with changes. That wasn’t the case at 
Prairie Brand, though. 

“Our business philosophy has gone deeper with more 
meaning, and we’ve gotten more focused with clear 
de�nition of where we are heading. During our launch 
meeting, we had great excitement about the clarity and 
the direction of the future. Our entire team was on 
board,” said Dan. “Through our training and implementa-
tion we’ve been able to do a much better job of 
identifying dealer prospects, and have added good 
dealers at a much higher rate. Before we started working 
with Monte, we were bringing on about a half dozen new 
dealers per year, and last year we added 20. They’re all 
great dealers too!”

Looking forward, Dan and his team will maximize these 
tools and processes as their parent company merges with 
another. 

“It’s really important as we go forward that we’ve had this 
groundwork laid with Monte. When someone comes in to 
ask more about our business, so many things are clearly 
de�ned. It’s a great process. The impact has been 
invaluable, and will continue to be,” said Dan. 

“Monte has helped with more than just our bottom 
line and transition into the future. He’s helped us 
all have a better work-life balance. 

Better de�ning what success looks like and how to get 
there has made a positive impact on our personal and 
professional lives. We want all of our employees to have a 
positive work experience, and then bring that positivity 
home to their families.” 
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